Hello,
testa bags started as gifts for family and friends.
I designed a unique bag for each person so that everyone
would have a “one of a kind original.”

style

That’s what testa bags are all about. Now I would like to create
one especially for you.

My bags are designed and handcrafted using a variety of

unique

vintage clothing, colorful fabrics, and trimmings.

This catalogue displays three bag styles. Presented here are
examples from my fall/winter line, which utilizes lots of
corduroy and tapestry fabrics.

100 Earl Street
Westbury, NY 11590

versatile

The ribbon collection is a big hit! And they can be made in any
bag style and color you choose.

When you order your testa bag, please tell me about your style
and color interest. When buying for a friend, just describe what

funky

style you see in her. Either way, once you select a bag style,

testa

trust me to create a perfect match for you.

testa
www.testabags.com

Let’s talk soon!
516-334-5450

Nicole

Vintage clothing, colorful fabrics, and trimmings help me
uniquely design and handcraft each handbag to make yours a
one of a kind testa.
www.testabags.com

Envelope Bag
A long, sleek,
structured bag with
strong snap closure.
Single shoulder strap.
Size may vary slightly per bag.
10x15 inches

style
Best for a night out, comfortably fitting lipstick, money,
cellphone and toothbrush.
$50-$60

Bucket Bag
The most versatile bag style.
Offering both a structured
or a floppy, relaxed look.
A choice of wooden handles
or fabric straps. Snap closure.
11x18 inches

unique

A fun, “perfect size” bag. Easily fitting your daily essentials.
$50-$70

Rectangular
Tote
A sturdy, structured bag with snap
closure. Available in two sizes.
Large (14x4x12) Small (11x3x9)
Wooden handles or fabric straps.

versatile

Best for carrying it all!
$65-$115

Ribbon
Collection

A ribbon bag is made up of individual strips of
ribbon carefully sewn onto fabric.
Each bag is lined with a colorful
interior to help create this
funky look.
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Request a bag style and color theme,
then trust me!

